
Robert Smith
Underwriting Specialist

Phone  (123) 456 78 99
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website : www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/qwikresume

Address: 1737 Marshville Road, Alabama

SUMMARY

Proficient in working in fast-paced, team oriented, and high volume environments while managing 
multiple tasks. Administrative experience in managing teams with the responsibilities of teaching, 
training, and coordinating groups of people while maximizing efficiency, effectiveness, and overall
environment of business performance.

SKILLS

Customer Service,Strategic Planning, Complex Claim Handling, Account Management.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Underwriting Specialist
ABC Corporation  1994 – 2004 
 Examines documents to determine degree of risk from such factors as applicant financial 

standing and value and condition of property.
 Declines excessive risks.
 Writes to field representatives, medical personnel, and others to obtain further information, 

quote rates, or explain company underwriting policies.
 Evaluates possibility of losses due to catastrophe or excessive insurance.
 Decreases value of policy when risk is substandard and specify applicable endorsements or 

apply rating to ensure safe profitable distribution of risks, using reference materials.
 Reviews company records to determine amount of insurance in force on single risk or group of

closely related risks.
 Authorizes reinsurance of policy when risk is high.

Underwriting Specialist
Delta Corporation  1998 – 2002 
 Process new association and direct business with several large carriers Quote Life, 

AD&amp;D, STD, LTD, Health and Dental option for clients.
 Prepare health benefit proposals for sales managers/ account managers.
 Analyze group benefits for eligibility requirements.
 With minimal supervision, actively underwrote, priced and directed large and complex 

property accounts, including HPR, in an assigned territory .
 Worked rates and benefits for large groups, using the AS 400, Mainframe, Lotus Notes, 

Microsoft excel, 10 key and a Manual rating system to provide .
 Loaded provider information, received electronic claims, analyzed and processed accordingly.
 Review Louisiana submissions prior to underwriting renewal policies, Order LC inspections, 

Correspond daily with agents via email/phone, create .

EDUCATION

Bachelor's- 1987(Texas State University - San Marcos, TX)
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